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1. Results. A square-free positive inte- and Wiles [1], show that if n < 42553, the weak
ger n is called a congruent number if it is the area form of BSD holds" r > 0 if and only if
of a right triangle with rational sides. The re- L (En, 1)= 0. As a consequence, we obtain all
levant family of elliptic curves defined over the congruent numbers less than 42553.
rational field Q is 2. Rank computation algorithm. Using

E" y :c n :c. 2-descent, the computation of the rank r can be
This is because a necessary and sufficient condi- transformed into the problem of determining the
tion for n to be congruent is that En is of posi- solvability or non-solvability of certain Diophan-
tive rank rn. The Hasse-Weil L-function L(En, s) tine equations. Write :c y whenever :c and y
has analytic continuation to all of C, so we can belong to the same coset of Q/(Q). Consider
consider its order sn of vanishing at s 1. Birch two types of equations"
and Swinnerton-Dyer (BSD) conjectured that sn (1)r. Using algorithms in Cremona [4], we com-
puted L(r) (E, 1 for r- 0, 1, 2, using

(2)
300000 series terms, thus producing estimates
of sn for all square-free n < 100000. Together

4n y4 ZdX4 -- - d 4n

n y4dX4----d Z din.
Now let D1- all, d2,..., d be the set of

with rank computations for this range, we have distinct (i.e. pairwise inequivalent) square-free
obtained the following results, integers di such that di d (i- 1, 2, /2) .for

a) 56949 curves have s <-- 1. Among these, some d dividing 4n and (1) is globally solvable
26729 curves have s--0 and the remaining
30220 curves have sn- 1. The work of
Coates-Wiles [1] and Gross-Zagier [2] proves r

s for these curves.
b) 3656 curves have s.- 2. We found that

among such curves, all the 1665 curves with n

4/,t
in integers X, Y, and Z with (X, YZ)=
(Y, dXZ) 1. Similarly, let D.- d.+, d.+,.
d+o be the set of distinct square-free integers dj
such that dj’ d(j-/2+ 1,/2+2 ,/2+
) for some divisor d of n and (2) is solvable in

< 42553 have r. _> 1. integers X, Y and Z with (X, -- YZ) (Y, dXZ)
c) There are 185 curves with s. -%. 3. Among 1. Then D and D. are finite subgroups of /

these, 177 curves have r.- 3, while for the re- (Q) and r.- log./2- 2 (cf. Silverman and
maining 8 curves, we have 3 <_ r <_ 5. In either Tate [6]).
case, it follows that s. 3 because otherwise s. By determining the integers d such that (1)
should be 1, and s. 1 would imply r. 1, a or (2) are locally solvable everywhere, we can

contradiction. For the 8 curves, it is difficult to bound r. from above. We then search for global
determine r because of the existence of certain solutions of (1) and (2) to bound r below. While

quartic equations which are solvable locally the assumption of the BSD conjecture would
everywhere but not globally. This suggests a guarantee the eventual termination of solution
non-trivial Tate-Shafarevich group for En or its search algorithms, several equations have very
2-isogenous curve, large solutions. The following method involving

E n y --x + 4n2x. successive parameter changes was used for a

d) For n < 100000, four curves have Sn ==.. more efficient search of solutions of the equation
4. These are E29274, E4a274, E4754 and Es77t. All (3) aX4 + bY4- Z.
four curves have rank equal to 4. First we search for (xo, Yo, Zo) satisfying

These results, together with those of Coates the equation ax + by= Z, which has quadra-


